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With communications such an integral part of everyday life — at work, at 

home and on the go — network operators and service providers must ensure 

24/7/365 availability of core systems, including traditional converged circuit 

and packet networks, as well as GSM, TDMA and CDMA networks. Even 

momentary outages can be extremely costly in terms of both lost revenue  

and customer churn.

There’s no reason to put your business at risk. Let Stratus Technologies keep  
your network services and business applications up and running all the time. With 
ourcomprehensive portfolio of software and platform solutions and round-the-clock 
monitoring services, it’s no wonder that some of the top telecom providers put their 
trust in Stratus. We offer a range of flexible always-on solutions that are easy to  
deploy and manage, and backed by a support structure with a 30-year track  
record of success.

Our solutions can be rapidly deployed in your chosen environment — physical, 
virtualized or cloud — without any changes to your applications.

Key Benefits                                   
•	 Protect your most critical 

applications with an always-on 
operating environment

•	 Detect potential problems and 
proactively take action before 
downtime becomes an issue

•	 Scale easily to support future 
development and network growth

•	 Reduce operational costs 
and churn

•	 Meet compliance requirements  
for data integrity and reliability

•	Leverage 24/7/365 global support

ALWAYS ON FOR  
TELECOMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA
Achieve ROUND-THE-CLOCK APPLICATION AVAILABILITY to  

maximize revenue opportunities and reduce churn

“The Stratus solution works and it includes 24/7/365 monitoring.  
As an operations director, I don’t have sleepless nights.”

Robert Bos  
Regional Operations Director
Sam Media Ltd.
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SMBs and Global Telecommunication 
companies alike rely on Stratus to  
keep them up and running.

Our products are easy to deploy  
and manage, and require no  
modifications to your applications.

Our solutions support a range of  
environments — physical, virtual  
or cloud — throughout your  
telecommunications network.

Flexible Easy Trusted

Stratus’ Always-On Solutions Solve Our Customers’ Biggest Needs

Software
Solutions

Platform 
Solutions Services

All-inclusive end-to-end solution 
provides worry free operations  
with integrated hardware, software  
and service

Intel® Xeon-based servers running 
Windows®, Linux®, VMware® and 
OpenVOS environments

Maximum application uptime  
and performance

24/7/365 monitoring and proactive  
problem resolution

Expert professional services to define 
and manage an availability strategy

Certified best practices using 
performance management tools  
with predictive analytics

Reliable and flexible availability  
software with built-in virtualization

Supports Windows® and Linux® 
environments deployed on  
industry-standard servers

Supports split-site deployment  
for disaster recovery

Learn how Stratus can keep your network services  
and business applications always on

For 30 years, organizations around the world — from  
Global Fortune 500 companies to small and medium- 
sized businesses — have relied on Stratus to keep their 
operations running around the clock. Get all the details at  
www.stratus.com/telecom. You’ll see how other 
telecommunications companies ensure availability of  
critical networks such as GMS, TDMA and CDMA with  
Stratus always-on solutions — and how you can, too.

About Stratus

Stratus Technologies is the leading provider of infrastructure 
based solutions that keep applications running continuously in 
today’s always-on world. Stratus enables rapid deployment of 
always-on infrastructures, from enterprise servers to clouds, 
without any changes to applications. Stratus’ flexible solutions 
— software, platform and services — prevent downtime before 
it occurs and ensure uninterrupted performance of essential 
business operations. 


